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Abstract
Trigeminal neuralgia (TN) is characterised by transient and unusual episodes of intense face pain that are primarily located in the trigeminal 
nerve's V2/V3 dermatome (CN V). The disease causes great suffering for some patients and a significant decline in life satisfaction. The measured 
pervasiveness is between 0.1-0.3%. Traditional TN has frequently been linked to a neurovascular conflict (NVC) at the root section zone between 
a cerebral vessel (typically the common cerebellar corridor) (REZ).The NVC may cause CNV to separate, demyelinate and deteriorate. According 
to the first theory, the damaged, demyelinated CNV is incapable of receiving ephaptic transmission of safe somatosensory updates, which activate 
pain strands and cause excruciating face pain in the associated nerve a region.
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Introduction

In terms of medical care for trigeminal neuralgia, there aren't many big, 
high-quality randomised controlled trials and because of the wide variety in 
their designs, meta-analysis is all but impossible. Therefore, certain guidelines 
for conducting randomised controlled trials (RCT) in trigeminal neuralgia are 
required in the future. Symptomatic trigeminal neuralgia, where the trigeminal 
neuralgia is secondary to a tumour, MS, or a structural abnormality of the skull 
base, is distinguished from classical trigeminal neuralgia, where the aetiology 
is uncertain or due to vascular compression. As a result of neurosurgeons' 
long-standing recognition that certain patients may experience a background 
dull ache following the primary assault, Nurmikko and Eldridge hypothesised 
three different types of trigeminal neuralgia: classic, atypical and trigeminal 
neuropathy [1-3]. 

Numerous trigeminal neuralgia treatment trials lack reliable outcome 
measures and don't specify the diagnostic criteria they used, which could 
explain why the outcomes varied. All things considered, it is apparent that 
not all NVC patients develop TN because a simple neurovascular contact 
often occurs in asymptomatic cases. To promote old-style TN, it often takes 
an articulated NVC with additional morphological CN V alterations including 
twisting, separation and decay. But it's likely that other factors than the 
mechanical, physical conflict are also important for the pathophysiology of TN. 
For instance, sodium channel quality-related contrasts in the axonal film affect 
their ability to transmit nerve signals and affect how likely they are to promote 
TN. Additionally, we recently discovered that, when TN patients were compared 
to controls, they showed elevated levels of biomarkers for neuroinflammation 
and cell death in the cerebrospinal fluid (CSF), which were comparable to the 
centralizations of controls following microvascular decompression (MVD).

Literature Review

In restoratively managed TN patients with radiological evidence of an 
NVC, MVD is a procedure that targets the NVC by separating CN V from the 
converging vessel and setting a material (such as Teflon) to reduce the risk 
of NVC repetition. Because conventional TN also persists in people with the 
neuroinflammatory disease multiple sclerosis, the role of neuroinflammation 
in traditional TN is particularly noteworthy (MS). Despite the fact that typical 
TN and TN linked to MS are two distinct conditions, they may exhibit similar 
infection cycles such neuroinflammation, demyelination and degradation. 
We discovered that TN patients have distinct protein fixation profiles as 
compared to controls in this preliminary study of CSF biomarkers. Particularly, 
TN patients' CSF levels of Clec11a, LGMN, MFG-E8 and ANGPTL-4 were 
essentially higher. These biomarkers may reflect the demyelination and nerve 
degeneration that are frequently observed in TN since they are involved in 
neuroinflammation and myelin turnover.

Discussion

Most commonly, Clec11a is recognised as a glycoprotein involved 
in hematopoiesis and osteoblast formation. Clec11a is not given enough 
attention in CNS issues. In any event, compared to both MS and neurological 
conditions not primarily defined by neuroinflammation, it appears that the CSF 
concentration of Clec11a is increased in chronic inflammatory demyelinating 
disease (CIDP). Given the link between Clec11a and hematopoiesis, the 
creators hypothesised that Clec11a would be particularly responsible for 
aggravation in peripheral nerves[4,5].This is intriguing because the NVC in 
conventional TN is located in the REZ and has the potential to affect both the 
nerves focal and fringe portions. Raised Clec11a in TN may therefore represent 
provocative injury to the CN V's periphery. In individuals with persistent spinal 
cord damage, blood levels of Clec11 progressively increased over time, 
possibly representing continuous nerve degeneration. Clec11a may be a direct 
reflection of ongoing CN V demyelination and nerve ageing.

LGMN, also known as osteolectin, is a protease found in the lysosome, 
golgi apparatus and endoplasmatic reticulum. It might be transferred to the 
cytosol and extracellular compartment under certain conditions. To manage 
the lysosomal handling of proteins that are eventually introduced at the major 
histocompatibility complex II is one important ability. Expanded LGMN is 
specifically linked to increased debasement of myelin-based protein (MBP) 
in safe cells exposed to antigens. This can incline for diminished MBP 
invulnerable resistance, prompting expanded immune system T-cell action 
and obliteration of MBP. Expanded LGMN has likewise been tracked down 
in dynamic and constant sores of white matter in people, recommending 
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progressing neuroinflammation [6-8]. Symptomatic trigeminal neuralgia, 
where the trigeminal neuralgia is secondary to a tumour, MS, or a structural 
abnormality of the skull base, is distinguished from classical trigeminal 
neuralgia, where the aetiology is uncertain or due to vascular compression. 

Conclusion

As a result of neurosurgeons' long-standing recognition that certain 
patients may experience a background dull ache following the primary assault, 
Nurmikko and Eldridge hypothesised three different types of trigeminal 
neuralgia: classic, atypical and trigeminal neuropathy. Numerous trigeminal 
neuralgia treatment trials lack reliable outcome measures and don't specify the 
diagnostic criteria they used, which could explain why the outcomes varied. 
Expanded CSF biomarkers indicative of peripheral demyelinating damage 
(Clec11a), resistive resilience and myelin obliteration (LGMN), neuronal cell 
death (MFG-E8) and worsening myelin freedom were found in TN patients 
(ANGPTL-8). Our findings are generating conjecture for potential biomarkers 
and pathophysiological pathways in traditional TN.
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